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This international seminar on Language Maintenance and Shift IV (LAMAS IV for short) is a 
continuation of the previous international seminar with the same theme conducted by the 
Master Program in Linguistics, Diponegoro University on 18 November 2014.  
 
We would like to extend our deepest gratitude to the seminar committee for putting together 
the seminar that gave rise to this collection of papers. Thanks also go to the Head and the 
Secretary of the Master Program in Linguistics Diponegoro University, without whom the 
seminar would not have been possible. 
 
The table of contents lists all the papers presented at the seminar: The first four papers are 
those presented by invited keynote speakers. They are Dr. Sugiyono (Badan Pengembangan 
dan Pembinaan Bahasa, Jakarta, Indonesia), Dr. Zane Goebel (La Trobe University, 
Melbourne, Australia), Prof. Yudha Thianto, Ph.D. (Trinity Christian College, Illinois, USA), 
Dr. Deli Nirmala, M.Hum (Diponegoro University, Semarang, Indonesia). 
 
In terms of the topic areas, there are 21 papers in applied linguistics, 20 papers in 
sociolinguistics, 14 papers in theoretical linguistics, 18 papers in discourse/pragmatics, and 13 
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SHAPING COMPUTER MEDIATED COMMUNICATION (CMC) ON YOUTUBE VIDEO 
COMMENTS TOWARD JAVANESE BOSSANOVA AS THE MEDIA TO PRESERVE 
JAVANESE COLLOQUIAL LANGUAGE 
 
Nafisa Ghanima Shanty 





Internet-based music stores and music video streaming sites, YouTube, has a strong role 
in supporting Javanese Bossanova’s popularity to preserve Javanese colloquial 
language. This study described how Youtube played interesting role in preserving 
Javanese colloquial language through Javanese Bossanova songs. Linguistic analysis 
was applied on 106 YouTube video comments involving CMC (Computer Mediated 
Communication) theoretical framework as proposed by Vagra (2009: 3-15). CMC 
worked on some linguistic features such as mental state vocabularies, pronouns, the use 
of emoticons, and level of preference which have brought Javanese Bossanova songs to 
success as a medium to promote and preserve Javanese colloquial language.  
 
Keywords; Javanese Bossanova, language maintenance and shift, mass media, music, 




The influence and role of YouTube virtual community are utilized by some music industries to 
promote the birth of a new popular music genre. The popularity of a particular music genre could be 
observed from the number of audience and their comments.  The power of YouTube community that 
was manifested through the number of viewers’ and their comments had also brought Javanese 
Bossanova into its popularity and success. The songs were popular to middle to high class people from 
Jakarta, some cities in Central Java and East Java. As a result, the production house, PT IMC Duta 
Record, had yielded 8 albums of Javanese Bossanova to follow the market high demands (Prasetyo, 
2014).  
YouTube comments can be analyzed to gain potentially interesting knowledge about users, 
videos, categories and community interests (Siersdorfer et al & Pedro, 2010). One framework, that is 
popularly used to analyze YouTube comments, is through Computer Mediated Communication 
(CMC) theory. CMC is “a process of human communication via computers, involving people, situated 
in particular contexts, engaging in processes to shape media for a variety of purposes” (December, 
1997 in Vagra, 2009: 2). CMC involves different forms of synchronous and asynchronous interaction 
that humans have with each other using computers as tools to exchange text, images, audio and video. 
In a synchronous mode, “users‟ contributions are transmitted directly” (Kimmerle & Cress  2008:  435 
in Vagra, 2009: 3 ), there is no time between posting the contribution and the moment in which the 
message is received by the recipient.  Meanwhile, in asynchronous mode CMC, the message is posted 
at a given time and the recipient reads it at a later date.  
The study on CMC to analyze “electronic language” has been discussed by some scholars 
earlier. CMC could figure out “various psychosocial phenomena that are related to the use of the 
Internet as a new medium for collaboration and it has a great potential for improvement of 
effectiveness in communication and in production of groups and teams” (Bubas, 2001) also identity 
and social interaction (Riva & Galimberti, 1998: 434). CMC demonstrates the contribution in 
sociolinguistics in terms of discourse styles which might draw on regional or social dialects used in 
online environment (Androutsopoulos, 2006: 443). Some linguistic features involving acronyms, the 
use of emoticons, spelling variants of personal pronouns are components to visualize the concept of 
CMC in analyzing YouTube comments (Vagra, 2009: 22-38). Apparently, CMC framework works out 
online interaction into some complementary goals. 
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In this paper, the linguistic analysis of authentic video comments as “electronic language” is 
discussed. There are some linguistic elements such as mental state vocabularies, pronouns, the use of 
emoticons, and level of preference which are used by registered users responding to Javanese 
Bossanova video songs. This study investigated the research problem; how Javanese colloquial 
language was preserved through Javanese Bossanova video song entitled “Yen Ing Tawang Ono 
Lintang” based on CMC analysis. 
 
CMC ON YOUTUBE VIDEO COMMENTS 
CMC, as initiated by Joseph B. Walther, often focuses on the differences between online and offline 
interactions, though contemporary research  is moving towards the view that CMC should be studied 
as embedded in everyday life. Research on CMC usually examines the use of paralinguistic features 
such as emoticons (Skovholt, 2014: 780), pragmatic rules such as turn-taking (Gracia, 1999) and the 
sequential analysis and organization of talk and the various socio-dialects, styles, registers or sets of 
terminology specific to these environments. The study of language in these contexts is typically based 
on text-based forms of CMC, and is sometimes referred to as "computer-mediated discourse analysis" 
(Herring, 2004). This study sees some concepts of CMC theory which are related to social presence 
and media richness (Walther, 2011: 445-455). 
 
  

















(Godsk & Petersen 2008: 393 in Vagra, 2009:9) 
 
Figure 1 above shows how YouTube video comments are managed. The Web designer only 
interacts with the users through introducing various features and limits of the comments section of 
YouTube page. Yet, actually he only plays a role of the frame setter.  The communication mainly 
takes place between users from various socio-cultural contexts within the text comments section of the 
video page which represents the medium. The user-generated content interacts with the users and 
depending on their use purposes it leads to the creation of actualized outcome, the crossing point of 
their desired outcome and the real effect of communication. The object is represented mainly by the 
text of the comments, but also by the comments rating. 
 
RESEARCH METHODS  
This study worked on qualitative design and used content analysis then matched CMC theory to 
analyze YouTube comments as the main data. There were 106 YouTube comments responding to 
music video of Javanese Bossanova entitled “Yen Ing Tawang Ono Lintang” (If there were stars on 
the sky) with keywords; Yen Ing Tawang Ono Lintang (Bossanova Jawa) HQ, from the following link 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PqBA-oaZbF4&list=PL7F54B5CE2BF48064. This music video 
had been selected because of the biggest numbers of comments among other five famous Javanese 
Bossanova songs such as; ‘Tanjung Mas Ninggal Janji’, ‘Nunut Ngiyup’, ‘Sewu Kutha’, ‘Solo 
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Balapan’ and ‘Gambang Suling’. The analysis of the data only focused on the content of comments, 
dealing with mental state vocabularies (how the commentators expressed their opinion toward the 
music video), the nouns or pronouns they used to refer to a certain referent, the use of emoticons and 
the level of their preference. 
 
RESULTS 
Mental State Vocabularies  
There were 3 comments out of 106 which gave neither like nor dislike statement clearly. Yet, their 
statements were targeted to those who did not like the given Javanese Bossanova song, “Yen Ing 
Tawang Ono Lintang”. For that reason, there were 103 comments were analyzed in terms of 
vocabularies expressing mental statement.  
 The vocabularies that stated preference as used by 103 commentators were divided into 8 
categories; ‘nyaman’ (comfortable), ‘mantap’ (strongly good or great), ‘damai’ (peaceful, Javanese = 
ayem, emotive language; liyer-liyer), ‘nyantai’ (relaxing, Javanese emotive language; léyéh- léyéh), 
‘keren’ (cool and the similarity in Bahasa Indonesia sense, like;  joss, ajib, asik), awakening memory 
statements, such as (jadi ingat akan or that reminds me of…), some statement of hopes and ‘enak’ 
(nice, Javanese emotive language; maknyus, gayeng).  
 
Graph 1: Frequency of Mental State Vocabularies 
 
Graph 1 shows that the word ‘mantap’ (great) is mostly stated by YouTube registered users 
commenting on Javanese Bossanova music video, “Yen Ing Tawang Ono Lintang”. Bossanova 
characteristic is actually relaxing, but only 3 people state it, while the rest of them admire the great 
idea behind marrying Javanese song to Bossanova song. 
 
Graph 2: Nouns and Pronouns Mentioned as Topic of the Comments 
 
The Nouns and Pronouns 
There were only 40 people mentioned clear nouns and pronouns referring to the topic of their like 
comments. Graph 2 above shows that ‘music’ is the biggest attention of the audience. The factor like 
‘song’ becomes the second attention and ‘singer’ is ignored. However there were 9 comments talked 
N = 103 
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about other topics than music, song and singer. The nouns and pronouns they tried to express dealt 
with their impression toward the given Javanese Bossanova music video. When they heard the song, 
the things which were in their mind were; sleeping, Java, their home—for native Javanese, and some 
beautiful old memories at home.  
 
Emoticons 
Only 8 commentators used emoticons in giving comments. Apparently, most of Indonesian 
commentators do not prefer using emoticons to support their expression. Some types of emoticons 
were used in a particular context. When the comment related to the commentator preference, positive 
emoticon like : ) was used. Yet when it dealt with memories some used sad emoticon with a moan like 
;’), T_T or touching like ^_^. 
 
Level of Preference 
Likert Scale 5 point was used to measure the level of preferences that were expressed by the 
commentators. The category worked on the following qualification; 5 = strongly like; double 
consonants, double/triple/ multiple exclamation marks, positive emoticon, 4 = like; correct spelling 
with single consonants/vowels, clear liking statement, positive emoticon, 3 = somewhat like; correct 
spelling with single consonants/vowels, unclear liking statement, 2 = dislike; correct spelling with 
single consonants/vowels, clear disliking statement, negative emoticon, 1 = strongly dislike; double 
consonants, double/triple/ multiple exclamation marks, negative emoticon. 
Then the result found that 39 commentators strongly liked the Javanese Bossanova songs, 37 
commentators liked, while the rest 30 commentators express the lowest level of preference, but they 
did not express their dislike too. 
 
DISCUSSION 
Social Presence Theory 
Various communication media have different capacity in transferring classes of nonverbal 
communication and verbal content. Simply, it is mentioned that “the fewer the number of cue (signal) 
systems a system supported, the less warmth and involvement users experienced with one another” 
(Williams & Christie, 1976 in Walther, 2011: 445).  
YouTube comments as the main data in this study allow only verbal content through 
asynchronous text-based communication. Therefore, based on the social presence theory, the 
environment of giving comments on YouTube could be considered to have less warmth and 
involvement users. It seems that the users did not use number of cue systems when they gave 
comments, they just typed their opinion, then other users would gave feedback at another time. 
 
Media Richness Theory 
Media richness theory also known as information richness theory and it originally modeled the relative 
efficiency of different communication media for reducing equivocality (multiple interpretations) in 
organizational decision making (Daft & Lengel, 1984 in Walther, 2011: 448). Thus rich media are 
defined as multimodal or greater-bandwidth media that support multiple verbal and nonverbal cue 
systems.  
 First, face-to-face communication is the richest mode of communication because it includes 
multiple-cue systems, simultaneous sender-and-receiver exchanges (providing great immediacy of 
feed-back), natural language, and message personalization. Second, communication via telephones, 
letters, and memoranda progressively decline the levels of richness as found in face to face 
communication. The second model constructs of the model is the equivocality of a messaging situation 
which is subject to multiple interpretations. The equivocality of a message situation and the richness of 
the medium have strong correlation. “The greater equivocality requires more media richness, and 
lesser equivocality requires leaner media” (Walther, 2011: 448).  
YouTube comments stimulate equivocality due to messaging situation experienced by users. It 
is supported by the finding that there were 9 comments (Graph 2) talked about other pronouns or 
nouns as the main topic of the discussion. It proves the existence of multiple interpretation as they 
related the topic to other things outside the object of discussion. 
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CONCLUSION 
To conclude, the comments analysis finds that most commentators have strong preference toward 
Javanese Bossanova song entitled “Yen Ing Tawang Ono Lintang”—in Javanese colloquial style. 
Their main interest was to the genre of music that made them surprised and astonished. Indirectly they 
accepted the idea of arranging traditional Javanese song ‘campursari’ to jazz characteristic which 
sounded more cool, attractive and easy listening to the youngsters. This condition has brought 
Javanese Bossanova albums to the road of success in promoting as well as preserving Javanese 
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